
The action of all FemiMist spritzers & roll- ons is to protect, nourish & clear your system in 
subtle & profound ways. Oh, & they smell good!  

A simple and effective for day-to-day space, spirit and session mending. These lustrous misty 
waters are made with prayer, organic essential oils, and moon water. 

 

FemiMist Gulab Pyaar Spritzer 
Heart reconnector. Restores confidence in the innate goodness of others in the world. 
Reveals deception & false truths. Invites individuals to let go of lower vibrations, lies, 
deception & negativity & creates new perspectives based on light & truth. Recalls to 
memory spiritual understanding, gifts, wisdom & knowledge the soul brought into the 

world. Potent spirit (aatma) cleanser~ especially with shadow work. 
• 

I created this essence with India on the heart. “Gulab Pyaar,” Hindi, directly translated to 
“Rose Love.” Returning from India, my heart was deeply nourished & soul refueled. A 
budding orange marigold, monkeys bouncing from roofs & outdoor patios, smells of 

herbed spice & then burning trash wafting in the air & the general kindness embedded 
in the ever-bending history, culture & science of Ayurveda. I adore & embrace those 

juxtapositions. Garbage & gemstones, ain’t life grand when we can center our Hearts as 
our truest value, raise our voices against injustices, move toward equity for marginalized 

communities & be earth stewards, honor animals, value ourselves.  
Ingredients 
Rose, ylang ylang, frankincense, ho wood 
Notes 
Floral, sweet, tropical, uplifting, like grandmother’s sweater 
 
Uses for FemiMist spritzers :: 
Clearing space, clearing body & auric field, altar work, clients often report spritzing their 
bedding & pillows & receiving positive results like more easeful rest or easeful avenue 
to get to rest/ dreamworld.  
Shake & spritz. 
Uses/ Ingredients for FemiMist roll- ons :: 
May use directly on skin. Apply it behind ears, neck, at wrists, the axillary (underarms), 
over heart, solar plexus, belly. 
Organic avocado oil & same organic essential oils as FM spritzers 
 
Avoid FemiMist spritzing or using FemiMist roll- ons directly over eyes, in nose, or 
directly on genitalia due to organic but potent essentials oil compounds. 

Rusty Moon Botanicals 
Return to the Earth 

 


